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GET D!RTY!Next time youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re signing with your friends, drop the ASL textbook formality

and start flashing the signs they donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t teach in any classroom, including:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ cool

slangÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ funny insultsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ explicit sex termsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ raw swear wordsDirty Sign

Language teaches casual everyday words and expressions like:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Peace out!Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

Asshole.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Bit me!Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Dumbfuck!Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ BonerÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m hung like a

horse.
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Not as great or up-to-date as one would hope.

Larger print would be better.

Not very ASL; more PSE.

Well what can I say in this day and age everyone needs to know some slang and of course these

are the words your friends are going to ask you how to sign. Yes the book has some dirty signs but

not the whole book. It has pick up lines, bodily functions signs, sports and just everyday talking, like

feeling crappy, let's grab a drink. The demonstrations are not that clear to read and will need to



carefully look at. It's a good book to have in your library of sign language if the cover bothers you

than just cover it. I would suggest that you purchase it used still in very good condition.

This actually turns out to be a handy aid. Not only does it give you the "dirty words" and phrases,

but when you read it, you realize there is a need to be careful how you sign normal, non-dirty words

and phrases. It turns out some words that we learn in informal, conversational ASL classes can

easily be mis-presented or mis-formed as a dirty word or phrase.I recommend this book for those

learing informally (conversational classes, books, DVD's, etc) and for those who may be teaching

friends or family members. A parent that's trying to teach a child or one person teaching friends

some basic ASL might want to read this book and keep it nearby.Aside from all of that, the book

provided me some useful examples of some normal, conversational phrases in context and easy to

understand.This is really a pretty good book once you get past the title and humorous intent.

Arrived on time was exactly as described. Perfect gift for what I was looking for would recommend.

This was purchased as a fun gift for a sign language student. The book is smaller than I expected (I

don't know what I expect to be honest) but it is the size of a novel and about 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick.

That's not a complaint, just felt small to give as a gift. The recipient was pretty happy with it

I've been learning sign language for a year now, and I can't wait to go back to class and share my

new knowledge of all the dirty words I ever need to know. Hilarious.
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